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The Mount Pleasant Group is one
of Ontario’s oldest, largest and
most innova ve cemetery
and funeral opera ons
Mount Pleasant Group (as it is known today) has served the Toronto
community since 1826. In fact, we were Toronto’s irst non-sectarian
cemetery organization, assisting families regardless of their religious
background.
We own and manage 10 cemeteries across the Greater Toronto
Area, ranging from Lake Ontario in the south, to Brampton in the
west, to Richmond Hill in the north and Oshawa in the east. We
also operate four crematoriums, 14 mausoleums and ive visitation
centres where funeral services and receptions may be held. In
addition, we offer funeral services through The Simple Alternative
Funeral Centres in Toronto, Mississauga and Pickering.
Today, we are made up of two companies: the Mount Pleasant
Group of Cemeteries which provides cemetery and crematorium
services; and Canadian Memorial Services which provides funeral
services through The Simple Alternative.
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A Message from Our Presidents

they began looking for more variety and options which led
to the opening of our irst full-service funeral home, The
Simple Alternative, on Lesmill Road in Toronto ive years
later. Two other locations followed shortly thereafter in
Mississauga and Pickering.
Our pioneering continued, and in 1998, MPG became
the irst cemetery operator in the GTA to open a Visitation
Centre, at Pine Hills Cemetery in Scarborough.
Visitation Centres are modern, comfortable, state-of-theart facilities which provide consumers with an opportunity
to hold a visitation, funeral service, burial or cremation, a
memorial service or reception – all in one place. Again, the
public quickly embraced such convenience and we now
have ive Visitation Centres throughout the GTA.
As we look to the future, our guiding principles will be
the same as the ones that have directed us for almost 200
years:

Back in 1826, Toronto had 1,700 people and was called the
Town of Muddy York.
Today, the Greater Toronto Area has six million people
and is the fourth largest urban area in North America.
Mount Pleasant Group (MPG) has met the needs of GTA
families during all of those 187 years – without placing
costs or obligations on the municipalities where our
cemeteries are located.
Since our earliest days, we’ve believed that families
should have a choice when selecting the products and
services for their inal arrangements. That philosophy led
us to enter the funeral industry in 1989 by starting a
transfer service. In that one step, we fundamentally
changed the nature of funeral services in Toronto by
offering for the irst time a true alternative for those no
longer seeing value in traditional visitation, receptions,
and chapel services. Consumer response was positive and
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1. Choice through innovation. MPG has a number of
industry irsts – from opening the irst crematorium in
Ontario at the Toronto Necropolis and the irst solar
geothermal niche building in Ontario at York Cemetery, to
the irst natural burial sections in the GTA at Meadowvale
and Duf in Meadows Cemeteries, to Ontario’s irst
gardens of remembrance for cremated remains and the
irst crematorium operator in North America to use
virtually emission-free equipment.
It is dif icult to predict the future as it can be hard for
people to articulate what needs are not being met and how
they might be best served. As in the past, our job will be
to continue to innovate, take calculated risks, and improve
our product and service delivery offerings.
2. Embracing change. Toronto used to be an outpost of
the British Empire. Today, it is one of the most culturally
diverse cities in the world. A growing part of our work
involves understanding the ever-changing needs of all of

the City’s various cultures and faiths so we can
better serve each of these communities.
We are not just another cemetery or funeral
operator and frankly never were. Rather, we
are a place where people of all faiths, traditions
and cultures can come together to create a
personalized tribute of a life that’s mattered.
How do we make that happen?
Well, for example, we’ve adopted a less
formal ‘business casual’ dress code when
making arrangements with families and we
let our families choose whether our funeral
staff wear suits or not during services. We’ll
accommodate a cultural requirement to survey
graves in a certain direction. Or we’ll display
the deceased’s collection of model airplanes,
supply ceremonial blankets, or even simply
blow bubbles at the service. We can and will
cater to any reasonable request that brings
added signi icance to the deceased’s life and
our celebration of it with the aim of providing
meaningful choice to families of all faiths and
cultures living in the GTA.

bricks and mortar, grass and trees. But having
passionate, eager, truly caring people who
listen and work incredibly hard with our
customers to help them make informed
decisions that are right for them without
imposing any pressure, judgment or guilt,
that not only makes us different, but special.
Everyone at MPG– from our Board of Directors,
to all of our employees, each plays an important
role in providing services that are of the
highest quality and truly personalized and we
have been delivering on this commitment for
almost 200 years, and we will continue to do so
for the next 200 years.
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Glenn McClary
President, MPGC

3. Sustainability. Mount Pleasant Group of
Cemeteries was created in the 19th Century to
provide its cemetery services in perpetuity,
Angie Aquino
that is to say, forever. Today, well into the 21st
Century, we take this duty very seriously. From President, CMS
creating the irst Care and Maintenance Fund in
Ontario in the 1880s, our responsibility to exist
in perpetuity and ful ill our commitment to all
families we have served stands at the very core
of our decision-making process.
Our guiding principles help steer our
decisions and strategies for the future but what
distinguishes us? Well anyone can replicate
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Our Founders: Forward-Thinkers and Community Leaders

Community Leadership
and Forward Thinking

The people who founded what is now the Mount Pleasant Group share with our current leadership a
commitment to their community and a penchant for planning for the future.
Here are brief portraits of two of our founders, Thomas Carfrae Jr. and the Hon. William J. McMaster.

Thomas Carfrae, Jr.
1796 – 1844

Married Margaret Jane Brooks
on April 9, 1826 in St. James
Cathedral with Archdeacon
James Strachan of iciating.
Like his father, Carfrae was
a Freemason, and was also
instrumental in the formation
of Toronto’s irst Fire
Department, which replaced
the bucket brigades, and
served as its irst chief.

In 1826, Thomas Carfrae was one of the ive founders
of the York General Burying Ground, which grew over
the years to become the Mount Pleasant Group.
Carfrae was elected Alderman for St. George’s Riding
irst in 1834 and again a year later. In 1837, he was
appointed Collector of Customs for York Harbour,
responsible for impounding smuggled goods, and
capturing smugglers and deserters.
That same year Carfrae was wounded in the attack
by William Lyon Mackenzie on Montgomery’s Tavern.
That seminal event in Canada’s history marked the start
of the short-lived Upper Canada Rebellion which was
crushed by British authorities.
Carfrae was by now a Major commanding the 1st
Toronto Artillery Company. Under his command, the
Toronto gunners put an end to the attack by anti-British
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rebels on the tavern.
As one participant noted in the lorid language of the
times: “The rushing in the balls among the trees and
the crashing of the branches as they fell created a
considerable roar…immediately there was a stampede
and the insurgents, pouring out like bees from a hive,
lew in all directions into the deep, welcoming recesses
of the forest.”
Carfrae
helped to
establish the
York Mechanics’
Institute in 1830
in a rented
building. The
Institute moved
to its own
classic stone
building in 1861
at the corner of
Adelaide and Church Streets, constructed for just under
a costly $50,000. Members could enjoy quiet reading
and the reference library on the irst loor and music
performances on the second loor. The Mechanics’
Institute of Toronto became the Toronto Public Library
in 1863 following the establishment of the government’s
Free Libraries Act. The building was torn down in 1949.
Thomas Carfrae served on our board for 18 years and
is buried in Section M, Lot 58 in the Toronto Necropolis.

The Hon. William J. McMaster
1848 - 1887
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The Hon. William McMaster was one of
Toronto’s most prominent business and
political leaders during the 1800s. Today, he
is known as the man whose philanthropy
sparked the creation of McMaster University
in Hamilton.
In 1833, as a young man, he arrived in York
[now Toronto] from his native Ireland and
immediately went to work for his uncle’s dry
goods store. In the 1840s, he took over his
uncle’s business and turned it into one of the
city’s most pro itable companies. At one point,
McMaster was personally worth between
$600,000 and $800,000 – a huge sum for the
time. He then turned his attentions to politics
and in 1862, he entered politics as the Liberal
member for the riding of Midland in the
Legislative Council of Upper Canada, which is
now the Provincial Legislature. In 1867, the
irst year of Canada’s existence as a nation,

McMaster was appointed to serve in its irst
Senate.
The year before, McMaster was one of the
forces behind the creation of the Canadian Bank
of Commerce, now CIBC, to meet the needs of
farmers in Western Canada for credit. He served
as the Bank’s irst President for its irst 20 years
and in 1887, he pushed the Province to unite
Woodstock College and Toronto Baptist College
to form McMaster University. “Mac” became the
irst Baptist university in Ontario and opened in
1890 in Toronto. It moved to Hamilton in 1930.
Senator William McMaster served on our
board for 38 years and is buried in Plot G, Lot 1
in Mount Pleasant Cemetery.
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The Bereavement Industry
is Changing

What Happens When
Someone You Love is
Terminal…And It’s You
By Alan Creedy
Chief Strategist, Creedy and Company
In the mid 1970s, Elisabeth Kubler-Ross postulated a
theory of grief outlining ive stages:
1. Denial
2. Anger
3. Bargaining
4. Discouragement
5. Acceptance
In the past three decades, society has undergone what
some are now calling “The Great Unraveling;” resulting
in a great upheaval in the world of commerce. The way
we buy and sell and the relationships between provider
and consumer have so radically changed that most CEO’s
metaphorically consider their business environment as
“permanent whitewater.”
This “Great Unraveling” has forced successful
organizations to engage in a process of continuous
reinvention to simply survive. Andy Grove, Chairman and
CEO of Intel compared the process to a grief experience
actually calling it a “Valley of Death.”
And so it is with DeathCare. The metrics speak for
themselves as cremation rates skyrocketed to over 50%
in 2008 and changes in consumer preferences have
caused many to say there is no such thing as a
“Traditional” burial any longer. The reaction of the
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profession has closely paralleled the grief cycle pattern.
Unfortunately, the majority of practitioners are stuck in
the irst three stages and their survival is much in doubt.
But like Croci in the Spring pushing through the last snow
a few brave souls have begun the challenging task of
reinvention or, better yet, transformation. The Mount
Pleasant Group of Cemeteries is one of those.
In 2012, realizing that the profession is at a major
in lection point, the National Foundation of Funeral
Service based in Milwaukee, Wi., undertook a radical and
unconventional consumer research project using the
internationally acclaimed and patented Zaltman
Metaphor Elicitation Technique (ZMET). Knowing that all
innovation is born in the market one is not serving they
undertook to study that part of the market we are losing.
The indings were both discouraging and encouraging.
Consumers, today, see traditional DeathCare, in a
metaphorical sense, as a “Lonely, Lifeless Tomb” in which
they will be trapped in unending grief and despair. At the
same time the “Boomer” generation not only wants an
end of life service and memorialization, they expect it.
The difference lies in how they interact with the provider
and the end result.
Other research as well as many anecdotal examples
from the entertainment media suggests that Boomers do
not see Death as an event as their forebears did. Instead,
they view it as a participative three stage process with
emphasis on participative. This process actually begins
long before they have an inkling of an impending death.
In effect, they begin imagining their inal ceremony as if
it were their last performance. They are less inclined to
follow societal expectations unless it supports their
purpose. That purpose is almost universal: the
expression of how “I mattered.” In other words how I

made an impact on the lives of others or “made
a difference.” Mount Pleasant Group’s
production of The Art of Saying Goodbye is a
“direct hit” on that need. As a Boomer, the
videos resonate at a deep level.
The Foundation’s research discovered that
traditional facilities, advertising and the roles
assumed by DeathCare professionals actually
reinforce negative stereotypes by
communicating the permanence of death
and the potential, if not the promise, of being
trapped in despair. What today’s consumers
want is a way to transcend and transform both
themselves AND those they care about.
Statements like: “I want my service to be

transformational” and “I don’t want the subject
of me to ever end” bespeak an eternal
perspective grounded in their impact on others.
Further, there is an insistence on authenticity.
Today’s customers want their end of life service
to connect all the dots of their life: “warts
and all.”
What does this mean for the Profession? The
transformation must be complete. Physical
facilities must communicate openness and
transcendence. The dark, somber décor of our
past must be eliminated. Opportunities for
engagement with the provider must be made
available long before a death is even in the
picture. That engagement must be
participative. Instead of “Making” funeral
arrangements practitioners will need to
collaborate more than direct. At the same time,
they must learn to be teachers and guides. This
generation believes we have answers and they
simply don’t know the questions…yet. The focus
needs to be on helping them express their lives.
For many this will be their inal teaching
moment.
Funeral staff, in particular, will need to learn
new roles and the standard passive, ordertaking culture will need to learn to become
more assertive as they guide people away from
choices that won’t serve them well toward
choices that will. Continuous training and
personal accountability for results will be a
necessary feature of all successful practitioners.
Venues will need to change. But not so
elaborate that it becomes extreme. Facilities

will need to become lexible to accommodate a
much broader variety of functions. Interactivity
and participation of family and guests will be a
signi icant key. Technology will move from being
a feature to being an expectation.
Finally, in the third stage, today’s customer
wants to plan to never be forgotten. Cemeteries
will need to change their focus from ef iciency
to effectiveness. Boomers frequently express
disappointment if their only option is a small
in-ground marker. For both burial and
cremation, a combination of art and technology
will be important as Boomers “have a lot to say.”
They want writing space. Already many
cemeteries are reporting an increased interest
in grave ledgers. They also want creativity.
Memorial parks remind them of “Levittowns for
the dead.” With the advent of cheaper sourcing
from Asia, the old artistry of monuments and
the like will grow. These same opportunities
should be available for cremation and
mausoleum entombment. Writing space and
artistic expression will be attractive options. For
some, more attractive than the service.
The only barrier to a much brighter future for
the DeathCare profession is the practitioner. So,
you see, the grief the profession is
experiencing is only over the loss of what was.
Like our Boomer customer, if we stop thinking
of this period in history as one of inality and
being trapped in an inevitable downward
spiral and, instead, view it as a period of
transformation and transcendence, whole new
vistas open for us.
Mount Pleasant Group Annual Review Vol. 3 - 2012/13 7

New Legisla on For Ontario

New Legisla on
Brings Ontarians
More Choice,
Transparency and
Accountability
Since the Cemeteries Act was irst established in the early 20th
Century, Mount Pleasant Group has operated under regulations
established by the Government of Ontario.
On July 1, 2012, those regulations were streamlined and
updated through consultation with consumers and industry
representatives, including the Mount Pleasant Group.
There are two major changes. First, two provincial acts
became one, with the Funeral Directors and Establishments
Act R.S.O. 1990 and the Cemeteries Act R.S.O. 1990 becoming
a single act: The Funeral, Burial and Cremation Services Act,
2012. The new Act gives consumers more protection and
choice, and at the same time lets the bereavement industry
respond more quickly to changes in consumer taste and
demand.
Under the new Act, consumers will see contracts that
offer much greater disclosure about the products and services
they choose. All price lists provided by funeral homes,
cemeteries, crematoriums and transfer services must now
meet minimum standards set by the province. Consumers now
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have a 30-day cooling off period for all pre-paid arrangements,
and all contracts and price lists must list all af iliated
cemeteries, funeral homes, crematoriums and transfer
services within a 100-kilometer radius.
Last year, we created a dedicated management team that
spent many months reviewing everything from our contracts,
price lists and certi icates, to our site signage and cemetery
operating by-laws, to make sure Mount Pleasant Group not
only complied with the new legislation before the July 1, 2012
deadline, but exceeded its standards.
One example: “Smart” technology was introduced for all our
contracts. So, rather than having to provide our customers
with a lengthy generic contract that includes all choices and
options offered, and then identifying the products and
services they’d like, Smart contracts let our staff enter just
the customer’s choices into a customized computer program.
Only those products and services they choose appear on
the inal contract. The result is a much simpler, more
understandable document.
Ontario’s new legislation also has far-reaching implications
for the industry. There are new classes of funeral operator
licenses based on the facilities and the range of product and
services offered.
But the most important change for the industry is that the
new legislation permits co-ownership and co-location of
funeral homes, cemeteries and crematoria. This will lead to
greater consumer choice.
The new Act marks a turning point both for the industry and
for consumers. But the changes it sees are not yet complete.
Government of icials and industry stakeholders are working
closely to establish a new not-for-pro it administrative
authority for Ontario’s bereavement industry. Replacing the
current Board of Funeral Services and the Cemeteries
Regulations Unit, this new authority will provide even more
consumer protection, while supporting the industry and
tightening regulatory compliance – all the while ensuring
that the Ontario Government retains full responsibility for
regulatory oversight.
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Chris Prassinos
Pre-planning Advisor
Pine Hills Cemetery
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In this job you are always learning. Each customer
is unique and no two families have the same needs,
so every day presents a diﬀerent challenge. My
responsibili es are to understand the customer and
provide them with product and service op ons that
will fulfill their requirements. I find it very rewarding
when I can put customers at ease and make them
feel comfortable talking about their final
arrangements. But service doesn’t end when the
contract is signed. I make myself available to answer
any and all ques ons that may arise in the future.
We build trus ng rela onships.
Mount Pleasant has an open door policy with its
employees – everyone is accessible and willing to
help. We treat each other like family. I’ve seen a lot
of changes over the past 17 years and must
comment that working for a company who values
your contribu ons, relentlessly strives to achieve
the highest customer service standards, and is
constantly researching new consumer trends makes
for an exci ng future.
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A Greener Way
To Go
By Michael de Pencier
Co-founder, The Natural Burial Associa on

Apocryphal or not, the English churchyard
gravestone famously says:
“Here lies George
Beneath the ground,
Lost at sea
And never found.”
Lucky George, adrift among the ishes.
Presumably he had no time to ponder his
death.
He left his contemporaries to contemplate
the advance of old age, and the questions of
where and how they should “lie”—whether
or not they should be memorialized in
granite, their bodies embalmed, wrinkles
smoothed, and the mortician’s art put on display in open cof ins.
How he imagined his inal resting place—
had the unknown George lived long on land—
would have told us much about his faith, his
family’s view of what was important, what
they could afford versus social pressures to
10 Mount Pleasant Group Annual Review Vol. 3 - 2013/13

observe the funerary notions of their time.
In the wealthy Christian West conventional
wisdom for the better off decreed that proper
observance demanded sacri icial expense—
granite tombs, headstones, mahogany cof ins,
lying in state, large and elaborate funeral
services, burials, and follow-up feasts, or
wakes.

A new movement
is growing for
a more natural burial
This has been the funeral route taken by
many believers and doubters alike. Granted,
lately we’ve seen a popular shift from burial
to cremation, deemed cleaner and better, but
still costly and polluting to the atmosphere.
In many countries, notably in England, the
United States, and now inally in Canada, a
new movement is growing for a more natural
burial, following a less intrusive disposal, by
simply wrapping the body in a shroud,
reverently laying it deep in the earth, perhaps
planting a tree on the spot in a conservation
cemetery.
A new Canadian organization of
environmentalists, the Natural Burial
Association, would not only like to simplify
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contemporary funeral practices. The
Association gets its major inspiration from
the enormous community bene its that would
come, if we could use the demise of our
citizens, to create new protected natural
lands and forests.

Toronto’s Mount Pleasant
Group of Cemeteries is
pioneering the natural way
We see natural burial grounds as green
oases amid urban sprawl, the best possible
way—we stress we are talking about legallysecured and regulated cemeteries—of
protecting precious city land from the
bulldozers. The idea is that we dispense with
the formaldehyde, the mahogany and oak
caskets, the marble markers and pesticide-

sprayed grass, and persuade families to put
some of the savings towards more land for
conservation cemeteries. Toronto’s Mount
Pleasant Group is pioneering the natural
way in Meadowvale, having opened the third
natural burial cemetery in Canada, and the
irst within the GTA, with soon
another at Duf in Meadows in Pickering.
Dying, like living, is an opportunity to do
better by our stressed planet. Natural burial
grounds provide green habitat for many
species, including our grandchildren.

Time unfortunately ran out for one of
the concept’s best-known proponents.
A few months before her death, author
June Callwood wrote,
“Natural burial is a great idea. If you
get the ground ready, we’ll be there
in a minute or two.”
Sir Christopher Wren (1632 – 1723)
“If you want to see my monument, look

for more informa on, please visit us at
www.naturalburialassoc.ca.

around you”
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First Natural
Burial Sites in
the GTA
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In 2011, Mount Pleasant Group opened the
irst natural burial area in the GTA. The site
at Meadowvale Cemetery in Brampton is the
result of long co-operation between Mount
Pleasant Group and the Natural Burial
Association to promote the idea of natural
burial across Canada.
Following the establishment and approval
of new cemetery by-laws, all natural burials
must take place in biodegradable caskets or
shrouds. In addition, embalming is only
permitted using environmentally-friendly
products, and memorialization is not
permitted on the individual graves site. At
the Meadowvale site, a series of granite
obelisks overlook the natural area to
accommodate inscriptions for those who
are interred.
In the summer of 2013, a second natural
burial area opens, at our Duf in Meadows
Cemetery in Pickering.

Valerie Thomson
Funeral Director and
Pre-planning Advisor
The Simple Alterna ve
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A few years back, a woman called to get
informa on on behalf of her husband, who
was dying. He wanted to plan his own funeral
but couldn’t leave his home. I suggested I go
to their home and meet with him. Two hours
later, l le , drove two blocks, pulled over and
cried for a good two minutes. I had sat in their
living room across from the Christmas tree
decorated early (it was October), photos of
their two young children on the mantle, his wife
by his side as he chose his urn and music and
hymns.
I’m a pre-planner with The Simple Alterna ve.
I jokingly say that I am funeral service ‘lite’.
Most of the families I serve are just ‘taking care
of future business.’ However, about 30% of my
calls are imminent and grief is already present.
That, for me, is the most challenging aspect of
my job.

Tender Loving Care
“And It Shows!”
My name is Pane Tan and my passion for lowers goes back many
years.
I grew up as a farmer in the Philippines, and in 1967, I was
stationed at Clark Air Force base, Lucuon Island, Philippines. It
was here that I started working as a gardener, and I’ve been doing
it ever since. In 1995, I moved to Canada and was employed by
MPG in 1996. In 2000, I accepted a full-time job and left MPG, but
little did I know that I would return just six years later, in 2006.
I have been at Meadowvale Cemetery for about a year now, and I
bring my passion to work every day. I maintain all annual plants,
watering, fertilizing, cultivating gardens and plucking weeds. In
the late part of summer and early fall, I take the time to collect the
dry lowers and remove the seeds. From these seeds, I grow next
year’s lowers for Meadowvale. I plant the seeds, cultivating them
from small seedlings to strong buds, which I then transplant into
the many gardens around Meadowvale.
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Expanding our Product
and Service Oﬀerings

The Simple Alterna ve - Pickering
Interior Renova ons Provide For
Expanded Services
At Mount Pleasant Group, we are always looking for new
ways to meet the ever changing demands of our customers,
and if that means renovating our facilities in order to make
our customers feel more comfortable or to provide new
product and service offerings, we are willing to do it.
The Simple Alternative Funeral Centre in Pickering is such
a case in point. The funeral centre underwent extensive
interior renovations in 2012. The result: renovated
visitation rooms now feel more like family rooms or living
rooms. The arrangement rooms were upgraded to introduce
“virtual shopping”. A large reception room and galley kitchen
was created to service our customer’s catering needs. The
product display room was re-designed to display products
on illuminated glass shelves in a familiar ”shopping
environment”, and an elevator was added to ensure the
facility is handicapped accessible on both loors. Customers
have responded favourably and appreciate the care we have
taken to anticipate and exceed their expectations.
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Prospect Court Mausoleum
Expands in Response to
Con nued Consumer Demand
In the early 1980s demand from local area residents for
mausoleum crypt entombment similar to that found in southern
European countries increased. Prospect Cemetery responded to
the new demand by constructing its irst mausoleum. Over the past
30-plus years, Prospect has added to its mausoleum crypt
offerings, constructing four new buildings.
Today, the appetite for mausoleum crypt entombment
continues. As a result, Mount Pleasant Group will add a third loor
to the Court Mausoleum at the St. Clair gate entrance. Construction
starts in 2014 with inventory available in 2016.
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Reaching Out To Our
Communi es
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Showing Support for
Our Communi es
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Each year, Mount Pleasant Group and its employees support
over 50 initiatives that are enjoyed by the families we serve,
and our community neighbours. These range from weekly
summer concerts by students from the Royal Conservatory
held in the Mount Pleasant Visitation Centre, to conducted
history and nature tours, numerous veterans services,
annual memorial services, and many local community
events.
[For details on our community support programs, please visit our Web
site at http://www.mountpleasantgroup.com/Events, to review the
monthly events calendar.]
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In my work, you have just one chance to do
things perfectly. So you have to constantly hone
your skills and make sure your a tude is just
as sharp. I can do this be er at Mount Pleasant
Group than anywhere else because the idea of
teamwork is in everyone’s DNA. The process of
embalming, dressing, cosme sing and caske ng,
and organizing transfers and deliveries – well,
that takes lots of people working well together.
I’ve no ced another thing since coming here
in 2010: things seem to be ge ng busier and
busier. I think this is because the company
invests so much in our proper es and Visita on
Centres, the part that our customers see. But
they also invest in us through workshops and
training. I guess the customers see this as well
in the way we answer their ques ons and put
them at ease.
For me, it’s a great privilege to be able to
create a good last memory of someone they love.
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The Community’s Needs
are Changing

Our industry today is changing as quickly as our city is. By
2036, it’s expected the population of the GTA will rise from
6.3 million to over 9 million people. Even though the rate of
growth is just 1.8% per year, the numbers themselves will
place a strain on our space and on the services we can offer.
The population is not only growing, it’s aging. Today’s baby
boomers are going to have a major effect on the population
over 70 years old. Today, only 5 in 100 Torontonians are 79 or
older. But by 2036, Statistics Canada estimates that number
will rise to 9 in 100. Because the Baby Boomers are reaching
the end of their life-spans, deaths in the GTA will increase from
39,000 annually to more than 63,000 in 2036.
Within this framework of a rising death rate, burial rates will
remain at current levels while cremation rates will continue
to rise from today’s rate of 58% of all end-of-life services, to
a preference for cremation of 75% of all Toronto families by
2036.
Another important factor in shaping our services is the
immigration rate. New cultures will continue to settle in the
GTA bringing with them their historic beliefs and practices.
Toronto’s reputation as a model of diversity will likely draw
more people from more cultures than ever before.
What all of this means is that Mount Pleasant Group must
remain focused on offering meaningful choice to an
ever-changing, multicultural population.
All the more reason that our belief that everyone lives a
unique and meaningful life deserves to be celebrated and
remembered in ways that are unique and deeply meaningful
to their families, loved ones and communities.
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Mount Pleasant Group
is Renowned for Having
One of the Largest Urban
Arboretums in North
America
This reputation for creating and sustaining an urban oasis goes back to the
Cemetery’s earliest days in the 1850s. It was reinforced in 1963 when Ontario
was hit with its irst wave of Dutch elm disease. In order to control the disease,
arborists at the University of Toronto Faculty of Forestry formed a co-operative
with the City of Toronto Parks Department and Mount Pleasant Group of
Cemeteries (MPGC) to create the Dutch Elm Disease Committee, headed by
Canada’s irst Urban Forester, Eric Jorgensen. The Committee then expanded its
scope to become the Ontario Shade Tree Council, and in 1973 changed its name to
the Ontario Urban Forest Council (OUFC).
Over those 50 years, the goal of the Council has been to grow and preserve
all shade trees in Ontario. Today, despite the challenges that pollution and
urbanization and new diseases bring to shade tree ecology, there is a growing
awareness of how crucial shade trees are to the health of our cities and
neighbourhoods.
Since the Council’s irst days of operation in 1963, the Mount Pleasant Group
has been closely involved with its activities. In the 1970s, MPGC arborist David
Truman served as Secretary and then President. Mount Pleasant Group’s current
arborist Jack Radecki (the only full-time cemetery arborist in Canada) was OUFC
President in 1997 and has been Executive Director since 2000. Mount Pleasant
Group’s cemeteries continue as outdoor classrooms for the study of descriptive
dendrology and for public school children to gather their fall leaf collections.
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Suppor ng Our Families
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Showing Support
for Our Families
Throughout the year, Mount Pleasant
Group organizes and hosts over 25 special
commemorative events at our 10 cemeteries,
three funeral centres and ive visitation centres.
These include annual memorial services,
candlelight services, Mother’s and Father’s Day
services and many more. For details on all of
these services, please see the Calendar of Events
on our Web site or contact the cemetery or
funeral centre of your choice to enquire about
speci ic dates and times.
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Teddy Nanan
Crematorium Operator
Meadowvale Cemetery
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My greatest reward is when a family
member says “Thank you” a er their loved
one has been cremated.
I’ve explained the crema on process to
them, conducted the crema on, which
usually takes two to three hours, and
ensured their funeral home gets back their
loved one’s ashes in a mely manner.
It’s a challenging job, obviously, but
helping people at the me of what’s likely
their greatest me of need and grief, is
really rewarding for me.
I’ve been with Mount Pleasant Group for
13 years now, always doing this same job.
Like funerals, crema ons are observed in
many diﬀerent ways. So what I like most
about the job and the company is that we
ensure all cultures, religions and wishes are
honoured.
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Innova on & Technology

Improved Casket
Transports
It takes six pallbearers to carry a casket from the
cemetery roadside to the grave. This can be a
challenge at the best of times. But with smaller
funerals becoming the norm, it’s dif icult for some
families to provide the necessary manpower. Our
team of mechanics have met this challenge by
custom-designing a mobile casket cart – an
all-wheel-drive vehicle that can easily transport
a casket in even the most severe weather when
weather curtains can be added to protect the
casket. The new vehicle will be tested at our
Beechwood location throughout 2013.

Be er Soil
Shredders
Every time a casket is buried under the ground,
over one cubic metre of excess soil is created.
Many cemeteries dispose of this soil by trucking
it elsewhere.
Our Innovation Team has come up with a
better solution – a soil shredder that can be
transported from one cemetery location to
another, as needed. This lets our cemeteries
create their own enriched topsoil for sodding,
seeding and planting lowers, shrubs and trees.
Four custom soil-shredders will begin to service
all 10 of Mount Pleasant Group’s sites in the
summer of 2013.
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Mobile
Technology Breaks
Old Habits
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Be er
Service at the
Gravesite
In 2011, we upgraded the quality of our service at
the graveside for cremation burials to include a tent,
a table on which to set the urn, chairs and roadside
signage. This enhanced service has proven to be very
popular. So, starting in 2013, we are expanding this
service for our casket burials as well. It will be
provided from April through November, annually, at
no additional cost.

For over 180 years, the sale of interment rights has
been recorded by hand. Cemeteries have maintained
binders of survey plans which staff took outside
with families to identify which grave sites were
available. Once the sale was completed, the site was
then coloured in red on the survey plan.
For the past ive years, we’ve worked to digitize all
of our interment rights. The result of our efforts will
be a new and completely accurate computerized
inventory database. Eight of our 10 cemeteries have
been digitized, Mount Pleasant Cemetery is well
underway and scheduled to be completed in 2013.
We will next work on our oldest cemetery,
Necropolis.
This means that paper records will be obsolete
and mobile technology will replace manual
inventory binders. When a sales contract is inalized
in the computer, the cemetery map is automatically
updated to ensure our records are accurate, up to
the second.

David Lung
Family Service Co-oridinator
Elgin Mills Cemetery

I worked for a few years in the hotel
industry and then for 13 years as an oﬃcer
in an interna onal bank. Then I joined
Mount Pleasant Group in 1994, and I know
that good customer service can be applied
to any business. I see that commitment to
service everywhere in the company.
My job is to help families, o en at the
worst me in their lives, personalize their
memory of a loved one, while mee ng their
cultural and financial needs. So yes, my job
is challenging. It takes pa ence and care.
But it’s incredibly rewarding as well. The
‘reality’ of helping people when they’re most
raw and vulnerable is reward in itself. But I’m
also proud to work for an organiza on that
goes back to 1826. It roots me and my family
firmly in history and in the community.
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Improving Our Customers’
Environment

Mount Pleasant Cemetery
Oﬃce Undergoes Renova on
Making inal arrangements can be dif icult at the best of
times. Being forced to sit in small, dark, uncomfortable rooms
makes the task even harder. That is why Mount Pleasant
Group goes to great lengths to ensure its of ices are bright,
spacious, customer friendly, and fully handicappedaccessible.
Mount Pleasant Cemetery of ice is a good example.
Constructed on the east side of Mount Pleasant Road in
1955, the building underwent extensive renovations during
2012 to bring it up to today’s high standards. Residential
interior designers were presented with the challenge to
create a comfortable “home-like” environment. The result:
natural light cascades through large draped windows, and
products are displayed in illuminated glass shelves akin to
a familiar “retail” shopping environment. Flat screen
monitors (connected to a central computer network) have
been wall mounted in each arrangement room to support
“virtual shopping” where products and services can be
conveniently displayed for our families. From the positive
comments we have received, the changes have been well
received.
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Mount Pleasant Group of Cemeteries Board

Senior Management Team

Diane Chabot
Chair

David Crombie
Governance & Human
Resources Committee

Glenn McClary
Cemetery President

Thomas Di Giacomo
Finance & Investment
Committee

Michael Edwards
Lead Director,
Governance & Human
Resources Chair

Marilyn Emery
Finance & Investment
Committee

Janet Murray
Vice-President
Finance

Glen Timney
Vice-President
Corporate Development

Louise MacLean
Director
Human Resources

Glenn McClary
Director

Anne Sado
Finance & Investment
Committee

Kevin Shea
Governance & Human
Resources Committee

Rick Cowan
Asst. Vice-President
Marketing

Dennis Moir
Director
Property Management

Gowri Thileepan
Controller

Pim Rom-Colthoff
Director
Information Technology

Jeff Dennis
Director
Development

Nathan Johnson
Director
Client Services

Diane Chabot
CEO

Angie Aquino
Funeral President

Canadian Memorial Services Board

Angie Aquino
Director

Wendy Cecil
Director

Marilyn Emery
Director

Our Directors and
Senior Management

Richard Boxer
Finance & Investment
Chair

Glenn McClary
Chair
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Audited Financials

Consolidated financial statements

Mount Pleasant Group
March 31, 2013 and 2012
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Our Contact Informa on

Our Cemeteries
Beechwood Cemetery
7241 Jane Street, Vaughan, ON L4K 1A7
Tel: 905-669-1827 beechwoodinfo@mountpleasantgroup.com

Pine Hills Cemetery
625 Birchmount Road, Scarborough, ON M1K 1R1
Tel: 416-267-8229 pinehillsinfo@mountpleasantgroup.com

Dufϐin Meadows Cemetery
2505 Brock Road North, R. R. #1, Pickering, ON L1V 2P8
Tel: 905-427-3385 duf inmeadowsinfo@mountpleasantgroup.com

Prospect Cemetery
1450 St. Clair Avenue West, Toronto, ON M6E 1C6
Tel: 416-651-4040 prospectinfo@mountpleasantgroup.com

Elgin Mills Cemetery
1591 Elgin Mills Road East, Richmond Hill, ON L4S 1M9
Tel: 905-737-1720 elginmillsinfo@mountpleasantgroup.com

Thornton Cemetery
1200 Thornton Road North, Oshawa, ON L1H 7K4
Tel: 905-579-6787 thorntoninfo@mountpleasantgroup.com

Meadowvale Cemetery
7732 Mavis Road, Brampton, ON L6Y 5L5
Tel: 905-451-3716 meadowvaleinfo@mountpleasantgroup.om

Toronto Necropolis
200 Winchester Street, Toronto, ON M4X 1B7
Tel: 416-923-7911 necropolisinfo@mountpleasantgroup.com

Mount Pleasant Cemetery
375 Mount Pleasant Road, Toronto, ON M4T 2V8
Tel: 416-485-9129 mountpleasantinfo@mountpleasantgroup.com

York Cemetery
160 Beecroft Road, North York, ON M2N 5Z5
Tel: 416-221-3404 yorkinfo@mountpleasantgroup.com

Our Funeral and Visita on Centres
Elgin Mills Visitation Centre
1591 Elgin Mills Road East, Richmond Hill, ON L4S 1M9
Tel: 905-737-1720 elginmillsvcinfro@mountpleasantgroup.com

The Simple Alternative - Mississauga
1057 Brock Road, Mississauga, ON L4W 5J1
Tel: 905-602-1580 tsamississauga@mountpleasantgroup.com

Meadowvale Visitation Centre
7732 Mavis Road, Brampton, ON L6Y 5L5
Tel: 905-451-3716 meadowvalevcinfo@mountpleasantgroup.com

The Simple Alternative - Pickering
1057 Brock Road, Pickering, ON L1W 3T7
Tel: 905-686-5589 tsapickering@mountpleasantgroup.com

Mount Pleasant Visitation Centre
375 Mount Pleasant Road, Toronto, ON M4T 2V8
Tel: 416-485-5572 mountpleasantvcinfo@mountpleasantgroup.com

The Simple Alternative - Toronto
275 Lesmill Road, Toronto, ON M3B 2V1
Tel: 416-441-1580 tsanorthyork@mountpleasantgroup.com

Pine Hills Visitation Centre
625 Birchmount Road, Scarborough, ON M1K 1R1
Tel: 416-267-8229 pinehillsvcinfo@mountpleasantgroup.com

York Visitation Centre
160 Beecroft Road, North York, ON M2N 5Z5
Tel: 416-221-3404 yorkvcinfo@mountpleasantgroup.com

Our Crematoriums
Elgin Mills Crematorium
1591 Elgin Mills Road East, Richmond Hill, ON L4S 1M9
Tel: 905-737-1720 elginmillsinfo@mountpleasantgroup.com

Mount Pleasant Crematorium
375 Mount Pleasant Road, Toronto, ON M4T 2V8
Tel: 416-485-9129 mountpleasantinfo@mountpleasantgroup.com

Meadowvale Crematorium
7732 Mavis Road, Brampton, ON L6Y 5L5
Tel: 905-451-3716 meadowvaleinfo@mountpleasantgroup.om

Thornton Cemetery
1200 Thornton Road North, Oshawa, ON L1H 7K4
Tel: 905-579-6787 thorntoninfo@mountpleasantgroup.com
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Mount Pleasant Group
Suite 500, 65 Overlea Blvd., Toronto, ON M4H 1P1

info@mountpleasantgroup.com
www.mountpleasantgroup.com

Phone: 416-696-7866
Fax: 416-696-0227

